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Abstract
Scientific cognitivism is the idea that nature must be aesthetically appreciated in light of
scientific information about it. I defend Carlson’s traditional formulation of scientific
cognitivism from some recent criticisms. However, I also argue that if we employ this
formulation it is difficult to uphold two claims that Carlson makes about scientific cognitivism:
(1) it is the correct analysis of the notion of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature and (2) it
justifies the idea that nature, seen aright, is always beautiful (i.e., positive aesthetics about
nature). I attempt to find a revised formulation of scientific cognitivism that can support both of
these claims. I argue that to do this we must rethink the notion of positive aesthetics and its place
in our theorizing about the appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature. Specifically, I propose
that positive aesthetics be made ‘internal’ to the theory of appropriate aesthetic appreciation, in
the sense that this theory determine the correct scientific categories for appreciating a natural
object, in part, in virtue of a ‘beauty-making’ criterion. I argue that this sort of formulation of
scientific cognitivism can support both of Carlson’s claims and does not compromise the
objectivist scruples that motivate the view.
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NATURE APPRECIATION, SCIENCE AND POSITIVE AESTHETICS

Scientific cognitivism is a normative thesis about aesthetically appreciating nature: nature
must be aesthetically appreciated using, or with reference to, scientific information about it and
its parts. Allen Carlson has argued that scientific cognitivism has two features. First, it is the
correct analysis of the notion of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of virgin nature. That is, we
appreciate nature’s aesthetic qualities in the proper manner insofar as we aesthetically appreciate
it in light of scientific knowledge.1 Second, scientific cognitivism provides justification for a
state of affairs called ‘positive aesthetics’: if nature is viewed properly (i.e., in light of scientific
knowledge about it) then nature appears aesthetically positive, or good.2 I present cases of
appreciation and argue that they show, given a reasonable construal of positive aesthetics and
using the traditional formulation of scientific cognitivism, that the second claim is false.
However, I argue further that these cases show that the first claim is also false: traditional
scientific cognitivism is not a correct theory of the appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature.
To obtain a version of scientific cognitivism that is a correct theory of appropriate aesthetic
appreciation of nature, I suggest rethinking the relation of positive aesthetics to our theorizing
about appropriate aesthetic appreciation. The idea that nature is aesthetically good must be
incorporated into such theories explicitly, rather than derived from them post hoc.

I. TRADITIONAL SCIENTIFIC COGNITIVISM

I begin by laying out the essential features of the traditional formulation of scientific
cognitivism. This formulation is due to Carlson, but the underlying apparatus of the theory is
derived from Kendall Walton’s theory of art appreciation.3 Walton’s theory of appreciation has
a descriptive psychological part and a normative philosophical part; I outline the former first.
When we encounter objects in perception, we perceive non-aesthetic perceptual properties
(NAPPs), such as colour and shape. However, these NAPPs are perceived under categories: e.g.,
tree, human, painting. NAPPs have one of three relations to any given category:4

NAPP N is standard with respect to a category C iff the absence of N tends
to disqualify an item from being a member of C
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NAPP N is variable with respect to a category C iff the absence or presence
of N is irrelevant to an item being a member of C
NAPP N is contra-standard with respect to a category C iff the presence of
N tends to disqualify an item from being a member of C
For example, white skin colour is a NAPP variable with respect to the category human; having
four arms is a NAPP contra-standard for that category, and having one head is a NAPP standard
for it. Observers typically perceive NAPPs under multiple, overlapping categories. For instance,
something might be viewed simultaneously as a human, a Caucasian, and a female. Any given
NAPP of the object may be differently related to different categories under which it is being
simultaneously perceived: e.g. a person’s skin colour may be variable with respect to the
category human, but standard with respect to the category of Caucasian.
Despite the relativity of the status of NAPPs to the different categories under which an
observer perceives them, we can talk about a NAPP being standard, contra-standard or variable
relative to the observer herself on a given occasion, rather than to one particular category, using
the following definitions:5

NAPP N of an object is standard relative to observer O iff (i) N is standard
relative to some category in which O perceives the object, and (ii) N is not
contra-standard relative to any category in which O perceives the object
NAPP N of an object is variable relative to observer O iff N is variable
relative to all categories in which O perceives the object
NAPP N of an object is contra-standard relative to observer O iff N is
contra-standard relative to any category in which O perceives the object
For any given observer perceiving an object on a particular occasion, every NAPP has one, and
only one, such status relative to that observer on that occasion. I will call the assignment of one
such status to each NAPP the NAPP-profile of the observer. The NAPP-profile of an observer
depends upon, or is determined by, the set of categories under which the observer views the
object.
The main psychological element of Walton’s theory is his claim that the aesthetic
properties that an observer perceives in an object on a particular occasion depend not only on
what NAPPs the object has, but also on the NAPP-profile of, and hence the categories used by,
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the observer on that occasion.6 This claim is made only for certain aesthetic properties, which I
call category-sensitive.7 Walton cites a number of such properties; one of these is the property of
being shocking, startling or disturbing. This property is category-sensitive in that it is generated
when some NAPP of an object is seen as contra-standard for the observer. Walton’s example is
a painting with a three-dimensional object protruding from its surface. Such an object would
seem shocking and disturbing to most of us, because this feature is contra-standard for the
category of painting: hence it is contra-standard for any observer that views such an item under
the category of painting (i.e. most of us).8 Other aesthetic properties may be category-sensitive
in this fashion also: for example, a living room with a sink in it is apt to look, to most of us,
disunified and chaotic, even if the sink happens to have a high degree of formal harmony with
the furniture. This is because ‘having a sink’ is a NAPP that is contra-standard for most of us, it
being contra-standard for the category of living room.
The normative or philosophical element of Walton’s theory is the claim that certain sets
of categories under which we may perceive objects are the correct categories for doing so. In
Walton’s theory of art appreciation, these categories are usually the established artistic categories
for which the artwork was produced.9 Carlson extends both the psychological claim and the
normative claim to nature and it parts. He claims that the aesthetic properties of natural objects
depend upon the categories employed to perceive them and that certain categories, namely the
natural kind categories employed by natural science, are the correct categories to employ in
appreciating them.10 Thus Carlson offers us an analysis of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of
nature: the appropriate, or correct way to appreciate nature is to do so employing scientific
categories.

II. THE IMPORTANCE OF THE TRADITIONAL FRAMEWORK

The theory just described is not scientific cognitivism itself, but one articulation of it.
Since the rest of this paper is going to be about this particular articulation of the view, which I
shall call the ‘traditional’ version, I should say why I think it important to evaluate, critique, and
ultimately revise this articulation. In short, I think this because it is the best articulation of
scientific cognitivism available. This can be shown by the fact that many of the criticisms
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advanced against the view are neutralized once the details of the Walton/Carlson theory are taken
into account. Thus, the scientific cognitivist has good grounds to endorse the traditional
formulation and I have good reason to evaluate and critique it.
The following passage is representative of a common objection to scientific cognitivism:

Scientific knowledge may be a good starting point for appreciation
characterized by curiosity, wonder, and awe, but is it necessary for
perceiving aesthetic qualities? Counterexamples are not difficult to find. I
can appreciate the perfect curve of a wave combined with the rushing white
foam of the wave crashing on to sand without knowing how waves are
caused. My judgment of the wave as spectacular and exhilarating can be
dependent solely on an appreciation of perceptual qualities and any
associations or feelings which give meaning to these qualities.11
The objection can be summarized as:

O1: There are some aesthetic qualities of natural objects that can be
appropriately appreciated without scientific knowledge.12
As on objection to traditional scientific cognitivism, O1 is a non-sequitur. O1 would refute the
following:

N1: For any natural object N, some scientific knowledge is necessary for
the correct appreciation of every aesthetic quality of N.
But there is no reason to think that N1 is entailed by traditional scientific cognitivism. Perhaps
the easiest way to see this is to examine the analogous case in Walton’s theory of art
appreciation. Consider the following:

A1: For any artwork A, artistic knowledge is necessary for the correct
appreciation of every aesthetic quality of A
A2: For any artwork A, artistic knowledge is necessary for the correct
appreciation of some aesthetic qualities of A
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Prima facie, Walton’s theory of art appreciation certainly entails A2, but not A1: he holds that
some aesthetic properties of artworks are category-sensitive with respect to artistic categories,
but he does not claim that all are.13 Walton’s view that knowledge of artistic categories is
necessary for the correct appreciation of any artwork is compatible with the existence of some
aesthetic qualities, perhaps highly formal ones, that can be appreciated correctly in the absence
of such knowledge. Analogously, scientific cognitivism holds the analogue of A2, viz.:

N2: For any natural object N, scientific knowledge is necessary for the
correct appreciation of some aesthetic qualities of N
N2 is compatible with the existence of some category-insensitive aesthetic qualities, but it is
enough to make scientific information necessary for the correct appreciation of any natural
object.14 Furthermore, within the Walton/Carlson framework there are grounds for thinking N2
true, for any natural object will presumably have a multitude of aesthetic properties that are
category sensitive.15
Another common objection to scientific cognitivism is:

O2: For any natural object N, many pieces of scientific knowledge about N
are irrelevant to aesthetically appreciating it.
In the passage quoted above, for example, Brady complains that the manner in which waves are
caused is irrelevant to her appropriate aesthetic appreciation of them.16 However, O2 also
appears to be a non-sequitur, because there is nothing in the Walton/Carlson theory that entails
that all scientific knowledge about a natural object is relevant to its appropriate aesthetic
appreciation (the theory does entail, of course, that some scientific information is relevant).
However, O2 does lead to a more serious complaint, viz.:

O3: Scientific Cognitivism offers no principled way of deciding what
scientific knowledge is relevant to the appreciation of a given natural object
and what is not.
Many writers have pointed to this perceived defect in scientific cognitivism. Robert Stecker
writes that:
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the range and variety of knowledge we might have of the environment is
indefinitely large. Unless we can discriminate knowledge of nature relevant
to its aesthetic appreciation from knowledge not so relevant, an appeal to
knowledge is not very helpful. Would knowledge of the chemical
composition of the cell walls of lady’s slippers be relevant to their
appreciation? For most people, I suspect not. So what knowledge is
relevant?17
In the Walton/Carlson theory, not all scientific categories are relevant to aesthetic appreciation.
In order to make an aesthetic difference, a switch between categories has to alter the NAPP
profile of the observer: one NAPP becoming contra-standard where it was standard, for example.
However, not all switches between categories satisfy this condition. One instance of this arises
with respect to what Walton calls ‘perceptually distinguishable categories’: ‘A category is
perceptually distinguishable if membership in it is determined solely by features of works that
can be perceived in them when they are experienced in the normal manner’.18 Some categories
are perceptually distinguishable (e.g., ‘apparent etching’) whereas others are not (e.g., ‘actual
etching’).19 Since the category of ‘etching’, say, assigns the same status to all NAPPs as that of
‘apparent etching’, swapping these categories cannot affect NAPP profile.20 Hence, any switch
from some category to a corresponding perceptually indistinguishable one is automatically
aesthetically ineffectual, and in this sense the perceptually indistinguishable category is
irrelevant to aesthetic appreciation. Similar phenomena arise in the case of scientific categories.
To return to Brady’s example, the categories of ‘wave caused by wind’ and that of ‘wave
generated by volcanic activity’ may not differ in the status they assign to various NAPPs. In
such an event, the knowledge that a given wave is the product of volcanic activity, though
scientific, is not going to make an aesthetic difference to our appreciation of the wave.
Some philosophers sympathetic to scientific cognitivism have tried to deflect O3 by
drawing the distinction between relevant and irrelevant knowledge along the boundary between
the physical sciences and those sciences more closely associated with natural history. Yuriko
Saito, for instance, writes:

In general, …aesthetically irrelevant considerations belong to early modern
sciences within the rationalist tradition (such as physics and chemistry). . . .
On the other hand, some other scientific information enhances or modifies
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our initial perceptual experience of nature. Such information is derived from
what Hargrove calls the natural history sciences (such as geology and
biology). . . . 21
The too-familiar generalizations involved in this distinction (physics and chemistry reductive and
‘beyond sense experience’, biology and geology ‘based upon observations’ and appreciative of
context) engender scepticism. But on the Walton/Carlson approach, this pat division is not only
unnecessary but misleading. For a switch between the categories of ‘three dimensional carbon
lattice’ and

‘vertical stack of two-dimensional carbon planes’, for instance, can make an

aesthetic difference to the NAPP profile of an observer viewing a mineral (NAPPs contrastandard for one are standard for the other).

Hence these chemical categories, and the

corresponding chemical information about molecular structure, are aesthetically relevant. Not
all physics and chemistry is relevant, of course, but neither is all of it irrelevant.22

The

applicability of a piece of scientific knowledge to aesthetic appreciation need not be settled ad
hoc or by recourse to stereotypes of the sciences, but in a principled manner based on the status
assigned to various NAPPs by the particular scientific categories involved.
A fourth objection often brought against scientific cognitivism is represented by the
following passage from Thomas Heyd:

…if my cognizance of geology, chemistry, or botany were to lead me to
really focus on, for example, seeking appropriate scientific classifications
for the Olympic mountains, the watery expanse, or the arbutus tree I sit
beneath, diverting my attention from the natural objects and sites concretely
at hand, such knowledge should be considered harmful to my aesthetic
appreciation of the natural environment in which I am immersed.23
The complaint is:

O4: Scientific knowledge distracts observers from aesthetic qualities.

The worry behind O4 seems to be that if scientific cognitivism is adopted, then aesthetic value
will be reduced to scientific value: we will end up appreciating the scientific qualities of objects
rather than their aesthetic qualities.24
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Now there is no question that thinking intently about scientific facts, indeed thinking
intently about anything, can distract our attention from what is immediately before us. But it by
no means follows that cognitive factors, such as seeing an object as an instance of a certain sort
of scientific kind, always or necessarily distracts from, or interferes with, our attention to what is
before us. Indeed, Walton’s entire theory of appreciation is based on the notion that cognitive
factors enter into attentive perception, via our seeing objects as instances of various categories.
When we see an organism as a reptile, we do not pause our perception while we flip through
beliefs in a mental register: we simply see the item as a reptile. Furthermore, this ‘seeing as’ is
manifested, in terms of our perception of aesthetic qualities, in our use of the NAPP profile that
is characteristic of the set of categories employed. In short, the Walton/Carlson theory offers a
plausible and precise account of the way in which cognitive factors, including scientific
knowledge, are involved in attentive perception.

III. TRADITIONAL SCIENTIFIC COGNITIVISM AND POSITIVE AESTHETICS

To evaluate Carlson’s claim that traditional scientific cognitivism justifies positive
aesthetics, we must investigate further just how the acquisition of scientific knowledge is
supposed to function in that theory. I offer the following account in terms of the framework for
scientific cognitivism sketched above. We start out with vague, ‘common sense’ categories that
we acquire in childhood: beach, tree, flower, etc. Depending on our background, some of these
categories may be more esoteric: e.g. we may have mythological categories, such as ‘embodied
spirit’, or religious ones, such as ‘sign from God’. We apply these categories in our appreciation
of natural objects, and of course these naïve categories may overlap (e.g. animal and deer).
Eventually we learn scientific natural kinds (mammal, coniferous tree, orchid, meteorite)
and we learn about which particular things fall into them. This process can affect the naïve
observer and her categories in at least three ways:

1. Naïve categories are eliminated and replaced by scientific ones
2. The sorting of particular objects into naïve categories is revised
3. Naïve categories are maintained, but new overlapping scientific
categories are added
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All three of these effects might occur in the scientific education of a naïve observer: a few naïve
categories may be eliminated, some reapplied, and some new categories may be added which
overlap with existing naïve ones. I want to focus on the latter effect.
This effect consists of adding more specific categories to general and vague naive
categories, of refining these categories rather than replacing them. This is undoubtedly a
ubiquitous effect of scientific education: e.g. one who learns botany does not jettison the naïve
category of plant. What he does, among other things, is add to the naïve category 'plant' many
more specific categories that overlap with it, e.g. fern, lichen, conifer, orchid. The important
point is that we can expect that a scientifically informed observer will not have eliminated many
of his naïve categories; he will have simply added others to them.
A consequence of this is that some properties that were contra-standard for the observer
before his scientific education (i.e., ones which were contra-standard relative to some naïve
category of the observer that is not eliminated) will remain contra-standard for that observer
regardless of how much science is learned. This follows from the traditional account of
scientific cognitivism given above. According to our definitions, a NAPP that is contra-standard
relative to any category of the observer is contra-standard for that observer. I just argued that
after scientific education, many naïve categories of the observer will be retained. Therefore, if
some NAPP is contra-standard for a naïve category, and if that naïve category is retained after
scientific education, then no matter what new categories are added under which the object might
also (simultaneously) be seen, that property will continue to be contra-standard for that (now
scientifically informed) observer.
We are now in a position to evaluate Carlson’s claim that scientific cognitivism justifies
positive aesthetics. If scientific cognitivism is the proper analysis of appropriate aesthetic
appreciation, then the aesthetic appraisals of nature that a scientifically informed observer makes
should be appropriate ones.25 Take the case of a Venus Fly Trap. A naïve observer will have a
category of plant, for which the NAPP of ‘having jaw-like features’ is a contra-standard
property. Having jaw-like features tends to disqualify something from being a plant. Such a
naïve observer, for whom having jaw-like features is contra-standard (since it is contra-standard
for the naïve category plant) might well see a Venus Fly Trap as grotesque or ugly as a result of
this.26 After learning the correct categories of botany, she realizes that objects like this are
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carnivorous plants and that it is perfectly normal for such organisms to have jaw-like apparatus.
Yet, because her adopting such botanical categories does not involve eliminating her naïve
category of plant, having jaw-like features remains a contra-standard property for her, and
therefore continues to generate the negative aesthetic appraisal. Hence if scientific cognitivism
is a correct analysis of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature, the Venus Fly Trap will be
correctly perceived as being grotesque.
I believe that this result, though it does not outright refute Carlson’s claim that traditional
scientific cognitivism justifies positive aesthetics, leaves it most seriously imperiled. I take
positive aesthetics to be, roughly, the claim that any natural object, appropriately aesthetically
appreciated, is on balance aesthetically good.27 Given this characterization, the sort of negative
aesthetic judgements I have discussed do not ensure that the object in question will fail to be
aesthetically good. It remains possible, for instance, that the Venus Fly Trap has enough positive
aesthetic qualities to outweigh its grotesque character. However, the onus is on the defender of
Carlson’s claim to explain how scientific education serves to generate enough positive aesthetic
appraisal to outweigh these judgements in all cases. Lacking such an account, the scientific
cognitivist seems thrown back on head-counting aesthetic qualities, turning positive aesthetics
into the shaky empirical hypothesis that every natural object happens to have more positive
qualities than negative ones. This sort of support for positive aesthetics is completely antithetical
to the robust justification that Carlson envisions scientific cognitivism as providing it.28
An important objection to the above argument should be discussed. I rely on the premise
that having jaw-like features is contra-standard for a scientifically savvy observer, but this is
arguable. Walton suggests that when we repeatedly encounter a property as contra-standard, we
‘ordinarily adjust our categories to accommodate it, making it contra-standard for us no longer’,
and thereby eliminating any associated negative aesthetic appraisal.29 For instance, he suggests
that if frequently exposed to paintings having three-dimensional objects protruding from their
surfaces (a property contra-standard for the category 'painting'), we may eventually employ, not
the category 'painting', but rather an expanded category in which the offending property is not
contra-standard, but variable. In the case of the Venus Fly Trap, this would mean that a
scientific observer, after sufficient exposure to carnivorous plants, would view it in a category
for which having jaw-like features is irrelevant, in which it fails to misfit. So if the category
‘plant’ that is used by a scientifically educated observer is of this sort, the Fly Trap will not
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appear grotesque. So perhaps, if seen aright, the Walton/Carlson theory does not lead to a
negative appraisal of the Venus Fly Trap after all.
The main reason I think this is not so is that it simply is not the case that the scientific
category of plant, which includes carnivorous plants as a subcategory, is one for which ‘having
jaw-like features’ is irrelevant and in which that NAPP fails to misfit. It is true that there are
some plants with jaw-like features, and it is true, consequently, that this property is not
incompatible with planthood. But it still is true that ‘having jaw-like features’ tends to disqualify
anything from being a plant; it tends to recommend you as something else (e.g., an animal).
Furthermore, and more importantly, it misfits with the central properties that characterize the
type 'plant'.30 Still, one might insist that if something can be a plant with or without having jawlike features, then this property must be variable in some sense. I would not argue over the use of
the term 'variable'. However, if this terminology is adopted it, it must be recognized that being
variable (or standard or contra-standard) is a matter of degree.31 Even if ‘having jaw-like
features’ is variable, rather than contra-standard, surely it is a feature just on the border between
the classifications of contra-standard and variable: even though it does not really misfit the
category of plant, it is certainly a lot closer to doing so than 'having leaves'. Moreover, it seems
that such borderline properties are likely to generate a negative aesthetic response only slightly
less intense than a full-blown contra-standard one. Hence, even if ‘having jaw-like features’ is
taken as variable, this is unlikely to remove the negative aesthetic judgement.
Another response to the Fly Trap argument is that it misconstrues the strength of the
scientific cognitivist’s position. Perhaps aesthetic appreciation employing the correct natural
scientific categories that apply to something should not be seen as sufficient to generate
appropriate aesthetic appreciation, but only necessary for it. In other words, perhaps the
scientific cognitivist can admit that there is more to the analysis of appropriate aesthetic
appreciation than aesthetic appreciation using scientific categories. Perhaps there is some
additional element to appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature, which, when applied to the
appreciation of the Venus Fly Trap, will result in its not appearing grotesque. So maybe there
really is no conflict between scientific cognitivism and positive aesthetics.
Admittedly, this move allows the scientific cognitivist to maintain that traditional
scientific cognitivism does not entail that the Fly Trap is grotesque. But it hardly provides a
response to the argument, since it is tantamount to abandoning Carlson’s second claim. For if
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scientific cognitivism is to justify positive aesthetics, surely it at least must show that the Venus
Fly Trap does not have substantial aesthetically negative qualities, like grotesqueness. For this is
just the sort of crucial test case that any justification of positive aesthetics must confront: it is one
of those parts of nature we are most inclined to see as ugly and therefore clear violations of the
thesis. But if scientific cognitivism, in itself, fails even to tell us whether the Venus Fly Trap is
beautiful or grotesque, then it is hard to see how it can be construed as providing any sort of
substantial justification for the positive aesthetics position.

IV REVISING TRADITIONAL SCIENTIFIC COGNITIVISM

At this point, the scientific cognitivist’s response may be simply to abandon positive
aesthetics, a thesis which, after all, some philosophers find implausible. I think, however, that
this would be a mistake. I think this because the Venus Fly Trap case shows not only that
traditional scientific cognitivism does not support positive aesthetics, but also that traditional
scientific cognitivism is not a correct analysis of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature.
That is, it shows that Carlson’s first claim about traditional scientific cognitivism is false as well.
For it seems to me that the judgement of the Venus Fly Trap as grotesque is, intuitively, a case of
inappropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature. It is just aesthetically improper to see a Venus
Fly Trap as grotesque or ugly because it has jaw-like features. It does not seem appropriate to
find aesthetic fault with it simply because it possesses unusual properties. Not only is it perhaps
morally suspect (e.g., narrow-minded), it seems aesthetically wrong. More specifically, aesthetic
appreciation that branded the Fly Trap grotesque would be a shallow appreciation, the kind of
aesthetic judgement that we would want, instinctively, to correct rather than to let stand.
From a technical standpoint, the problem in these cases is that a NAPP is seen as contrastandard, leading to an inappropriate aesthetic response. In fact, Carlson himself discusses
similar cases: for instance an animal whose size is seen by a naïve observer as contra-standard,
leading to an inappropriate appraisal of it as awkward. In this case, the problem is that the
animal is seen using the wrong category: it is really a moose, but is seen as a deer.32 Science
corrects this mistake, and tells us to view the object as a moose. This done, the size no longer is
contra-standard for us, and the inappropriate appraisal is abrogated. This is an instance where
scientific education affects our naïve categories in the second way described in section three: it
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reapplies our naïve categories over particular things. But in cases like the Venus Fly Trap, this
way of eliminating the troublesome contra-standard status of the NAPP is not available, because
the Venus Fly Trap really is a plant. Science does not correct that categorization; it merely adds
more specific categories which refine it. Hence, although scientific education is capable of
avoiding many inappropriate appraisals of nature, such as those Carlson has described, it does
not help avoid the intuitively inappropriate judgement about the Venus Fly Trap.
If this is right, then the question is: How do we revise traditional scientific cognitivism
such that it does capture our intuitions about the appropriate appreciation of the Venus Fly Trap
(i.e. such that it dictates that the plant is not grotesque)? One way this could be done is to change
the normative element of the theory by adding the stipulation that natural objects are to be
appreciated using, not all scientifically correct categories (e.g. plant, carnivorous plant, etc), but
only some of these, namely the more specific ones. For example, the inappropriate appraisal of
the Venus Fly Trap could be avoided if scientific cognitivism instructed us to reject broad
categories like plant and see items only in more specific ones, like carnivorous plant.33 For in
that case, jaw-like features would be standard for the observer, rather than contra-standard. The
problem with this proposal is that not all properties contra-standard to some naïve category
generate inappropriate aesthetic appreciation. For instance, the beaches of Prince Edward Island
have the unusual property of being rust-coloured red. The fact that this NAPP is contra-standard
for most of us, since we take beaches not to be this colour, is part of what makes Prince Edward
Island seascapes so striking and vibrant. If scientific cognitivism was reformulated so as to
require us to appreciate things, not in very broad naïve categories like ‘beach’, but in more
specific categories like ‘iron-oxide containing earth’ then this aesthetic effect, and others like it,
would be lost. But surely it is, intuitively, just as inappropriate to allow science to deaden us to
the striking character of Prince Edward Island’s seascapes as it is to spurn a Venus Fly Trap as
grotesque.

V RETHINKING POSITIVE AESTHETICS

Though our reformulation of the normative element of traditional
scientific cognitivism founders on this case, a better solution is apparent. For the example makes
plain that for a natural object that is a member of a small variegated subset of a broad category,
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our intuitions mandate employing either the broad and narrow categories together, or only the
narrow one alone, depending on which makes the object look aesthetically best. That is, the
normative part of scientific cognitivism should not be ‘view the object under all of the scientific
categories in which it truly belongs’ or ‘view the object under the most specific scientific
categories in which it truly belongs’. It should rather be, ‘view the object under scientific
categories in which it truly belongs and which maximize the aesthetic appeal of the object’.
The approach to the Venus Fly Trap argument that I recommend places within the
normative element of scientific cognitivism a constraint to select certain categorizations as
correct on the basis that they maximize aesthetic merit. This is not a novel idea; such a criterion
was actually a part of Walton's theory of art appreciation.34 Walton cites four criteria for
determining which categories C are the correct ones in which to view an artwork W. His criteria
(ii) is: ‘the fact that W is better, or more interesting, or more pleasing aesthetically, or more
worth experiencing, when perceived in C than it is when perceived in alternative ways.’35 In his
formulation of scientific cognitivism, however, Carlson explicitly rejects this kind of approach.
He writes

I have not mentioned Walton’s circumstances (ii), for I think it directly
relevant in the case of neither art nor nature. This is because it seems not be
a circumstance constitutive of correctness as are circumstances (i), (iii), and
(iv). In contrast to these, (ii) seems only to provide some evidence for
correctness.36
Carlson’s point is that the fact that some category makes an object look good does not make the
object belong in that category. This point is well taken, but it does not apply to the manner in
which I propose using the maximization of aesthetic merit as grounds for selecting certain
categories as the ones to use for aesthetic appreciation. I suggest using the criteria of aesthetic
maximization to select one category that truly applies to the object over another one that also
truly applies to it. In short, I do not use the criterion to justify the correctness of a category: the
categories are already established as correct. It is not because a Venus Fly Trap appears
attractive as a carnivorous plant that it is one.
Carlson excludes beauty-making as a criteria for selecting the correct categories in which
to view nature in order to avoid a subjectivism about natural aesthetic appreciation that is both
theoretically and ethically problematic.37 On the version of scientific cognitivism that he
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fashions, the correct categories are ones science uses to describe the natural object. What he
misses is that the categorizations of science are such that we can hold that the correct categories
are the ones science uses to describe the natural object and yet employ a beauty-making criterion
that restricts those categories in certain cases. Carlson worried that a beauty-making criterion
would license as appropriate the sort of appreciation that involves seeing a Venus Fly Trap as if
it were an animal. On our revised version of scientific cognitivism, this would not occur.
However, the beauty-making criterion might well license seeing one as a carnivorous plant rather
than as a plant.
Incidentally, the appeal to a beauty-making criterion also provides a response to an
objection to scientific cognitivism raised by Malcolm Budd. Budd points out a problem with
Carlson’s extension of Walton’s psychological claim to nature:

Any natural thing falls under more or less specific concepts of nature, and
can be appreciated under concepts that express a greater or lesser
understanding of it. . . . The problem is: What determines which concept or
concepts of nature are the correct concept or concepts under which a natural
item is to be perceived?38
As an illustration, Budd mentions that we could perceive a flower under one of several different
categories, ‘flower’, ‘orchid’ and ‘sexual organ of a plant’, all of which truly apply to it. Further,
appreciation using each of these categories might yield quite different, even incompatible,
aesthetic judgements about the item. But as a supposedly objectivist account of aesthetic
appreciation, scientific cognitivism is committed to there being one correct way of appreciating
the object. So which of these different categories should be employed?
Perhaps the most natural response for the cognitivist is to say that correct appreciation
requires using, simultaneously, all those scientific categories that truly apply to the object.39
After all, the object in question does fall into all of these categories. However, if my
interpretation of the Venus Fly Trap case is correct, then this strategy is not satisfactory, since
employing all of these categories sometimes leads to inappropriate appreciation. Therefore
Budd’s problem remains: if not all, then which categories should be used? The beauty-making
criterion invoked above answers this question: use those that make the object appear
aesthetically best. It preserves the objectivist character of scientific cognitivism by specifying a
unique set of categories that are the ones to be used in appropriate appreciation of the object.
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Furthermore, it may well be precisely because of Carlson’s exclusion of any kind of
beauty-making criteria from the normative element of his theory that he has difficulty in
defending positive aesthetics. As we have seen above, he treats positive aesthetics as a sort of
independent thesis, to be proven somehow from, or justified by, his version of scientific
cognitivism. As others have convincingly argued, there are serious problems with Carlson’s
attempts at such justification.40 As a result, positive aesthetics is left as an extremely general and
correspondingly implausible empirical hypothesis. Budd points out that this implausibility is
exacerbated by the fact that scientific categories have an important difference from artistic
ones.41 Given that something is a moose, there are an infinite number of ways to view it, in
contrast to Guernica, which must be viewed in a specific way: Guernica cannot be viewed (qua
Guernica) using a microscope, for example.42 In light of the variety possible in modes of nature
appreciation, even when it is informed by natural science, what grounds are there to think that
every instance of natural aesthetic appreciation will be positive?
If the line of thought laid out above is correct, however, then to some extent at least, this
sort of scepticism about positive aesthetics is misguided. For positive aesthetics is not a thesis
that stands independent of our account of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature, something
that we have to show follows from that account. It is, rather, to some extent, a part of that
account, insofar as there are beauty-making criteria inherent in the account’s normative element.
This suggests a different way to conceptualize positive aesthetics: perhaps the essential and
universal beauty of nature is not a dubious idea that we must argue for based on whatever our
conception of appropriate aesthetic appreciation happens to be, but rather part of the intuitive
data that we use in constructing our theories of appropriate aesthetic appreciation of nature.
Given this alternative view of positive aesthetics, its truth would be, perhaps, less surprising than
many have thought. This point can be put in terms of Budd’s remark about the variety of natural
appreciation. It may seem prima facie unlikely that any way of looking at, or perceiving, a
natural object under its scientific categories will render it beautiful. However, the universal
beauty of natural objects would be less mysterious if, regardless of what way we choose to
perceive such objects, we perceive them using those scientific categories that maximize their
aesthetic merit.
Admittedly, the revision of the normative element of scientific cognitivism that I propose
here does not ensure the truth of positive aesthetics. It may be that, despite this particular
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beauty-making criterion, there are yet natural objects that cannot be construed as aesthetically
positive. This might be the case if some significant negative aesthetic properties of natural
objects are not the result of a NAPP’s being contra-standard for a scientifically savvy observer.
If so, however, it may yet be possible to implement similar beauty-making criteria, or to extend
the present one in a principled way, to deal with these potential counterexamples to positive
aesthetics. The important point is that hitherto scientific cognitivist philosophers have
conceptualized positive aesthetics in the wrong manner. A realization of the deep beauty of
nature is not where we need to end up in our theorizing, but the place where we should begin.43
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